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US expels 60 Russian envoys
RETALIATION FOR UK POISONING » Diplomats
suspected of espionage also ousted in EU, Canada
By TRACY WILKINSON
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON — The White
House on Monday announced
the most aggressive diplomatic
slapdown of Russia since the end
of the Cold War, but President

Donald Trump remained quiet,
offering no tweets or public statements about the retaliatory measures.
The U.S. expulsion of 60 alleged Russian spies operating under a cloak of diplomacy and the
closing of Moscow’s last diplo-

matic outpost on the West Coast
came in response to the nerve
agent attack on a former Soviet
spy and his daughter in Britain
this month that British and U.S.
intelligence agencies blamed on
the Russian government.
The move was announced in
coordination with more than a
dozen European allies and received bipartisan praise from
lawmakers, diplomats and for-

eign policy experts in what is
normally an uncompromisingly
bifurcated political atmosphere.
All 60 Russians — 48 based at
the Russian Embassy in Washington and elsewhere and 12
at the United Nations in New
York — are intelligence agents
“cloaked” by diplomatic disguise,
said a senior administration official who briefed reporters in advance on condition of anonymity.

The order also includes closing
the Russian Consulate in Seattle.
The U.S. action followed earlier decisions by Britain to expel 40
percent of the Russian diplomatic
staff there. Other countries joining in Monday’s action against
Russia included 15 members of
the European Union and several former Soviet Baltic states.
TURN TO RUSSIAN » PAGE A7

WILDFIRE RECOVERY » CHANGED LANDS

Burned tree, hard choice

Scott Pruitt

REGULATIONS

New risk
seen to
science
at EPA
Policy push by Pruitt
could scrap much of
established research
By LISA FRIEDMAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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SHERWOOD MEMORIES: Grant Sherwood, left, takes a final look around an aging English walnut tree, severely damaged by the October Tubbs fire, Friday on his family’s
cleared lot in Larkfield. To the right of the tree, Brandy Sherwood and her daughter June talk with Andrew Somawang, who will be making a table out of the wood from the tree.

Loss of Larkfield Estates walnut just one of thousands being felt in region
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

fter Brad and Brandy Sherwood moved
into their Larkfield home in 2013, neighbors urged the couple not to take down the
walnut tree in the front yard whose expansive
branches had invited generations of local children
to climb aboard or play beneath.
For four years, the Sherwoods gladly followed
their neighbors’ advice. But Friday morning, their
two young children and 10-month-old goldendoodle ran around that massive tree for the last time,
just before an orange-vested arborist’s chainsaw
began buzzing, taking with it another casualty of
the October wildfires.
As the branches began falling, Brad Sherwood
stood on the other side of Chelsea Drive, using his
cellphone to capture the moment.
“It kinda hurts,” he said. “Only because we’ve
tried to protect those limbs for the last four years.”
Just a few months before the devastating
TURN TO TREE » PAGE A2

END OF AN ERA: Brandy and Brad Sherwood watch as crews cut down an English walnut tree Friday
on their burned home site, damaged by the October Tubbs fire, in Larkfield.

The Environmental Protection Agency is considering a
major change to the way it assesses scientific work, a move
that would severely restrict the
research available to it when
writing environmental regulations.
Under the proposed policy,
the agency would no longer consider scientific research unless
the underlying raw data can be
made public for other scientists
and industry groups to examine. As a result, regulators crafting future rules would quite
likely find themselves restricted from using some of the most
consequential environmental
research of recent decades, such
as studies linking air pollution
to premature deaths or work
that measures human exposure
to pesticides and other chemicals.
The reason: These fields of
research often require personal health information for thousands of individuals, who typically agree to participate only if
the details of their lives are kept
confidential.
The proposed new policy —
the details of which are still being worked out — is championed
by EPA Administrator Scott
Pruitt, who has argued that releasing the raw data would let
others test the scientific findTURN TO EPA » PAGE A7

Pedersen’s says this will be its final year
Family-owned SR furniture
business operating since 1892
to close its doors next March
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Pedersen’s Furniture will close its
doors a year from now, marking the
end of a downtown Santa Rosa business that sprang to life in the 19th century and over the decades reinvented
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itself into a retailer of high-end furnishings and interior design services.
The company, which four generations of family members have operated over the past 126 years, will cease
business in March 2019, brothers and
co-owners Ken and Paul Pedersen
confirmed Monday.
The brothers decided to close Pedersen’s partly because they are nearing
retirement, said Paul Pedersen, who
began his career at the Fifth Street establishment in 1976. His brother had
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started there about five years earlier.
“Our ages as owners, as well as the
ages and desires of many of our key
managers and staff, have brought
us to the decision to close the business,” the brothers wrote in a March
23 letter to customers, suppliers and
others. “We are choosing to go out on
our terms and our timing, rather than
wait for a death, health event or financial stress to force a closing.”
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FATAL CRASH ON MENDOCINO COAST: Five

people, possibly including children, killed
when car plunges off cliff off Highway 1 / A3
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Pedersen’s Furniture, which opened in Santa Rosa in
1892, will be closing in a year.
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